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FEATURED GUESTS

DIRECTORS

THE MUMMY

SARA KARLOFF

STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION

MARINA SIRTIS   & MICHAEL DORN

SHINJI HIGUCHI   & KEIICHI SAKURAI

SHIN GODZILLA

RICOU BROWNING

THE CREATURE
FROM THE BLACK LAGOON

TOM 
BRAIDWOOD

DEAN 
HAGLUND

BRUCE 
HARWOOD

THE X-FILES
T H E  L O N E  G U N M E N

SEAN S. CUNNINGHAM

FRIDAY THE 13th

ELPIDIA CARRILLO

PREDATOR

MICHAEL BAILEY SMITH MARK PATTON

CONNOR TRINNEER

STAR TREK:
ENTERPRISE

PAUL T. TAYLOR

DIANE FRANKLIN

DAN ROEBUCK ALEX RUIZ BILLY BLAIR
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ROB PRIOR

KERRY GAMMILL

BASIL GOGOS

MORGAN GARRETT
HIROSHI KANATANI

DFW GHOSTBUSTERS MANDALORIAN MERCS ASTROMECHS

Cosplay groups

DOWNLOAD THE 
GATHER APP TO FIND 

MORE Artists
 and their

table LocationS

JASON FAUNT ALISON MACINNIS STEVEN SKYLER

POWER 
RANGERS

DAVID DELUISE

STARCRAFT

ROBERT CLOTWORTHY DAVE FENNOY NEIL KAPLAN
THE VOICE OF JIM RAYNOR THE VOICE OF GABRIEL TOSH THE VOICE OF TYCHUS FINDLAY

J. DAVID SPURLOCK
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SPECIAL FX MAKEUP ARTISTS

WANT TO BUILD YOUR OWN GODZILLA SUIT? EVER WANTED TO TRANSFORM 
YOURSELF OR A FRIEND INTO A ZOMBIE?  LEARN FROM THE PROS. 
EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW AND MORE! 

AS SEEN ON SYFY’S FACEOFF

DEACON FROST

SCOTTY ZODKEVIN LEWISKAIA COSPLAY

LOLI POISON

WALTER WELSH

HEATHER HENRY

 MELANIE LICATA

DESERT ROSE COSPLAYDEE RICH

ROBERT PRUITT

VERTVIXEN
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INTERVIEW WITH 

DEE RICH
COSPLAY CORNER

Famous Monsters has a special relationship with cosplay. Our founding father, Forrest J Ackerman, made 
history when he showed up alongside Myrtle Jones at the World Science Fiction Convention in 1939, both 
dressed as characters from THINGS TO COME. Costumery at conventions became a sensation immediately and 
developed over the years into what we call cosplay today: makeup, elaborate costumes, props, foam weapons, 
and the like. 

and lift each other 
up. It’s gotten harder as 
cosplay becomes more 
mainstream, because the 
body image views have 
begun to seep into what 
people think, but on the 
whole, cosplayers do what 
they do for love and nothing 
else should matter! 

FM. What do you hope to see at FM 
Con in Dallas?
DR. I’m excited for FM Con Dallas 
because it’s catering to a niche I think 
has really been lacking: builders and 
locals. The local cosplay community 
is so very important to a con even if 
they don’t know it, and prop/cosplay 
builders are never given the credit 
they are due. 

I think the panels and sharing of skills 
at this con is going to blow people 
away!

THE COSPLAY 
COMMUNITY IS REALLY 

CLOSE KNIT AND 
SUPPORTIVE

We’ve invited Famous Monsters Convention cosplay 
guest Dee Rich to share her thoughts on the phenomenon 
and why it appeals to so many con-goers around the 
world.

Famous Monsters. How did you first get into 
cosplay? 
Dee Rich. Cosplay wasn’t a thing when I 
was younger. I lived in Lawton, Oklahoma, 
and we didn’t do things like 
that in the “Shady 580”… 
but 
Halloween was always 
when I shined. I 
could make whatever 
oddball thing I wanted 
to wear and get 
away with it! I loved 
it so much that when 
I discovered Cosplay 
around 2011, there was 
never a question of what 
my hobby would be!

FM. Do you have a 
favorite ever cosplay or 
costume? 
DR. I would have to say my 
favorite cosplay I’ve ever 
done was Silver Sable from 
Spider-Man. She was my hero 
when I was younger: a merc with 

no superpowers who held her own. I wanted to be 
her. 
I own almost all her WildPack comics, and I’m slowly 

rounding up the ones I am missing! My 
favorite cosplay of someone else is a 

hard one, but anything Kamui Cosplay 
has done blows my mind. 

She is my idol.

FM. Any tips on making costumes 
for cosplayers on a budget?

DR. I don’t know that there is a way 
to budget cosplay; it’s a very 

expensive hobby! However, thrift 
stores and yard sales are your 

friend! And don’t think you have to 
armor up to cosplay guys, there 

is so much you can do if you 
are running low on funds and 

still look amazing! Don’t 
forget to stack up those 

Jo-Ann’s coupons!

FM. How do you 
decide what 

character you’re 
going to cosplay?

DR. For me it’s mainly 
a love thing. Did it speak to 

me? Did this character make me 
think about a part of myself ? I have 

to really love them to put the work P
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… BUT 
HALLOWEEN 
WAS ALWAYS 

WHEN I SHINED

in.

FM. What kind of community has grown up 
around cosplay and costumery? 
DR. Cosplay is such a diverse area for people. 
It’s not just a specific age or genre group. 
Moms, kids, executives, students...anyone can 
cosplay, and everyone needs to escape sometimes. 
The cosplay community is really close knit and 
supportive, we all try very hard to help one another 
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Virtual Reality 
PRESENTED BY

Phase Space was founded in 1994 
with the mission of developing new 
technologies and products for emerging 
motion tracking markets. Drawing upon 
the talents of a strong team of scientists 
and engineers from diverse technical 
backgrounds, PhaseSpace has developed 
motion capture solutions for the research, 
industrial and graphic arts communities.
The PhaseSpace Impulse X2 System was 
developed as a new generation of 3D 
optical motion capture systems designed 
to be affordable to small companies, 
universities and individuals, lowering the 
cost of ownership so that it would be a 
financially feasible tool for a single artist or 
researcher.

Most systems from competitors require a dedicated staff for support 
and daily use. A complete system including workstation, software 
and studio modifications can increase the cost per application by 
several times the hardware costs. PhaseSpace realized that simply 
reducing the cost of the hardware was not enough. Users of the 
PhaseSpace system do not need a dedicated room with black walls 

and no other light source, or a team of operators to get their system 
up and running.

PhaseSpace is the very first company to introduce a motion capture 
product that breaks the cost barrier, bringing affordable hardware 
and affordable applications to VR fans everywhere.

12 WWW.FAMOUSMONSTERSCONVENTION.COM



DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS PHOTO OPS

free laser tag

SILVER SCREAM FILM FEST

cosplay

LEGO BUILDATHON

FEAR PONG

ART MUSEUM

The D&D Adventurers League is an ongoing official campaign for Dungeons & Dragons 
featuring the Forgotten Realms setting. We will offer two hour sessions during all three days of 
the convention. Players will need to use the fifth edition rules to create a character, or bring an 
existing character used in Adventurers League campaigns. Whether you’re a battle-hardened 
veteran or a bright eyed, fresh-off-the-farm adventurer, come and test your mettle with some 
of the best Dungeon Masters in the area!

Set yourself against an Ecto-replica courtesy of the DFW Ghostbusters, lounge on the 
recreated bridge of the Enterprise, or do your best Winchester stare on the hood of “Bela”, a 
screen-used car from SUPERNATURAL.

Besides the exhilaration of blasting your friends with military-style laser rifles, you’ll also 
get prizes if you win! Take a shot for a chance to face off in a special Zombie Death 

match!

Silver Scream Film and Comic Fest prides itself in showcasing independent features, 
shorts, animations, and screenplays by filmmakers from the U.S. and around the world. 
Throughout the weekend we will be screening over 30 horror, sci-fi, and fantasy-inspired 
films, followed by a Sunday awards ceremony. So put your feet up, relax, and enjoy what 
today’s young talent has to offer!

Build your best costume and make Dallas 
your stage! Win prizes and the publics 

admiration. The First Place Winner will win a 
trip to California!

The Dallas/Fort Worth LEGO User Group is 
passionate about the LEGO hobby! From 

amateur hobbyists to TECHNIC and robotics 
experts, we are a collective that gets together 

for themed building contests each month. 
Come join us and build your own Godzilla!

Flex those wrists and prove to us that your 
college education didn’t go to waste. Beat 
the Famous Monsters Staff and win prizes 

daily! This is a family-friendly event, so there 
won’t be any beer or embarrassment… well, 

much embarrassment. The competition is 
fierce, so come prepared.

Famous Monsters of Filmland first took the world 
by storm with its colorful (and oft-mimicked) 

painted covers, and the brand has been married to 
artistic expression ever since. Show off your chops 

and enter the Famous Monsters Art Contest for 
a chance to be featured in the Famous Monsters 

Annual Fearbook!

GHOSTBUSTERS ECTOMOBILE, STAR TREK DECK, “BELA” SUPERNATURAL CAR

D2 TACTICAL LASER TAG

DAWN OF THE NEXT CULT CLASSIC!

CRAFTMANSHIP CONTEST

 BUILD YOUR OWN GODZILLA! FAMOUS MONSTERS ART CONTEST!

ACTIVITIES
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SHIN GODZILLA (2016) 
ACTION, ADVENTURE DRAMA

It’s a peaceful day in Japan when a strange fountain of water erupts in 
the bay, causing panic to spread among government officials. At first, they 
suspect only volcanic activity, but one young executive dares to wonder 
if it may be something different… something alive. His worst nightmare 
comes to life when a massive, gilled monster emerges from the deep 
and begins tearing through the city, leaving nothing but destruction in its 

wake. As the government scrambles to save the citizens, a rag-tag team 
of volunteers cuts through a web of red tape to uncover the monster’s 
weakness and its mysterious ties to a foreign superpower. But time is not 
on their side—the greatest catastrophe to ever befall the world is about to 
evolve right before their very eyes.

SPECIAL SCREENING W/ Q&A -SATURDAY 4PM *PAID EVENT*
FREE RESCREENING - SUNDAY 3PM

attack on titan

ATTACK ON TITAN: PART 1 (2015)
ACTION, ADVENTURE, DRAMA, HORROR

When the Titans first attacked, life for mankind was forever changed. 
Fearing the massive man-eating humanoids, survivors constructed three 
enormous walls for protection. From that point on, humanity lived safely 
behind the walls”for the time being. A century later, life is peaceful. But the 

opportunity comes sooner than expected when a Colossal Titan appears 
above the wall.  Witnessing the devastation, Eren and his friends vow to 
destroy the man-eating terrors. The future looks bleak, but there’s more 
to Eren than meets the eye: he may be humanity’s last hope against 
extinction.

SCREENING: SUNDAY

ATTACK ON TITAN: PART 2 (2015)
ACTION, ADVENTURE, DRAMA, HORROR

Eren’s newfound Titan ability may be the key 
to saving everyone and defeating the Titans. 
Except that isn’t what the government has 
planned. After Eren is pulled away from his 
execution by a mysterious Titan, he finds 
himself in a strange place with Shikishima. 
Government secrets, the truth about Titans 
and their existence... are Titans even the real 

monsters Shikishima has a solution, a way to 
fix the world as it exists now. Can you really 
fix devastation with more destruction Eren and 
his friends must prove where their loyalties lie 
and what strength they truly hold. They’ll either 
find their hope or face their end. But there’s 
always more to the story than what is on the 
surface...

SCREENING: SUNDAY

SPACE BATTLESHIP YAMATO (2013) 
ADVENTURE, DRAMA, SCI-FI & FANTASY

The Gamilas, a mysterious alien enemy, has been decimating the Earth 
to unlivable and irradiated conditions for the past 5 years. Humankind 
now lives underground to escape the radiation, but with only a year 

until extinction. One day while roaming the surface of Earth, former pilot 
Susumu Kodai (Takuya Kimura) comes across a capsule sent from the 
planet Iskandar that reveals there is technology that has the power to 
eradicate the radiation from Earth. A chosen crew of Space battleship 
Yamato takes off on the long trip to Iskandar with hopes to save the Earth. 

SCREENING: SATURDAY

SPECIAL SCREENINGS

AKIRA (1988) 
SCIENCE FICTION ANIME

In 1988 the Japanese government drops an atomic bomb on Tokyo after 
ESP experiments on children go awry. In 2019, 31 years after the nuking 
of the city, Kaneda, a bike gang leader, tries to save his friend Tetsuo from 
a secret government project. He battles anti-government activists, greedy 
politicians, irresponsible scientists and a powerful military leader until 
Tetsuo’s supernatural powers suddenly manifest. A final battle is fought in 
Tokyo Olympiad exposing the experiment’s secrets.

SCREENING: SATURDAY

THE BOY AND THE BEAST (2015)
FANTASY, ACTION, ANIME

When Kyuta, a young orphan living on the streets of Shibuya, stumbles 
into a fantastic world of beasts, he’s taken in by Kumatetsu, a gruff, rough-
around-the-edges warrior beast who’s been searching for the perfect 
apprentice. Despite their constant bickering, Kyuta and Kumatetsu begin 

training together and slowly form a bond as surrogate father and son. But 
when a deep darkness threatens to throw the human and beast worlds 
into chaos, the strong bond between this unlikely family will be put to 
ultimate test-a final showdown that will only be won if the two can finally 
work together using all of their combined strength and courage.

SCREENING: SUNDAY
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FAMILY POSSESSIONS (2016)
HORROR

A young girl inherits her estranged grandmother’s house. Shortly after 
moving into the house, Rachel and her family begin to experience 
strange occurrences. She uncovers a secret about her grandmother 

that her parents had been hiding. As she struggles with the decision 
to stay in the house or not, she realizes that some family secrets 
should remain buried.

SCREENING: FRIDAY

THE VALLEY OF THE GWANGI (1969)
WESTERN SCI-FI

In this thunderous adventure, featuring the amazing special effects 
of Ray Harryhausen, a Wild West showman, Tuck, leads his riding 

and roping crew into the title region. Around every corner roams 
prehistoric giants! Saddle up and join the excitement, as his crew 
tries to wrangle the GWANGI, a razor-toothed allosaurus.

SCREENING: FRIDAY

THE NURSE WITH THE PURPLE HAIR
DOCUMENTARY

This movie follows Philadelphia Hospice Nurse Michelle Lasota as 
she navigates the difficult world of Hospice care with a sense of humor 
and a passionate drive to help others as they come to the end of life. 
Michelle works in an inpatient hospice unit designed exclusively for 

acute hospice care. The Nurse with the Purple Hair highlights how 
families can learn to accept the end of life with compassion, wisdom, 
and grace. It’s impossible to watch this movie without feeling deeply 
grateful to these wonderful caring people as we watch them do their 
jobs with extraordinary compassion and love.

SCREENING: FRIDAY- Q&A WITH SEAN CUNNINGHAM TO FOLLOW

THE GREEN SLIME (1968)
SCI-FI

A giant asteroid is headed toward Earth so a group of astronauts 
disembark from a nearby space station to destroy it. The mission is a 

success and they return to the station unknowingly bringing back a gooey 
green substance that mutates into one-eyed tentacled monsters that feed 
off of electricity. Soon the station is crawling with them and crew soon 
finds out the challenge of escaping … THE GREEN SLIME!

SCREENING: FRIDAY
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THE NIGHT WATCHMEN 
USA
COMEDY, HORROR

Three inept night watchmen, aided by 
a young rookie and a fearless tabloid 
journalist, fight an epic battle to save their 
lives. A mistaken warehouse delivery 
unleashes a horde of hungry vampires, 
and these unlikely heroes must not only 
save themselves but also stop the scourge 
that threatens to take over the city of 
Baltimore.

FEATU
RE FILM

S

TELEIOS  
USA
SCIENCE FICTION, ACTION

Five genetically engineered “perfect” 
humans are sent on a rescue mission to 
Titan, where only one man has survived a 
ruined expedition to retrieve a vital cargo. 
Under the stress of isolation in outer 
space, the five perfect humans begin to 
exhibit formerly-concealed character flaws 
that threaten to tear the mission (and their 
chances for survival) apart.

OFFENSIVE 
FRANCE
THRILLER
A retired couple, Bernard and Helen Martin, inherit a house in rural France. The 
house is in the very same village Bernard’s father had liberated from the Nazis during 
WWII in a rage fuel killing spree. This peaceful couple quickly become the target of 
a cruel gang of street kids who terrorize the village. Plugged into their electronic 
devices and devoid of empathy, they are a new breed of technological psychopath. 
Harassed and tormenated beyond breaking point, right or wrong no longer matter 
and survival is everything. Can Bernard live up to his father’s legend?

THE UNWILLING  
USA
HORROR, THRILLER, SCIENCE FICTION

Six people meet in a secluded house for a reading of a last will and testament. Things 
take a dark turn when an antique box arrives and causes supernatural events to occur. 
Everyone is tempted to live out their darkest desires, which threatens to kill everyone in 
the house.

THE EVIL WITHIN 
USA
HORROR, THRILLER 

The sadistic tale of a lonely, mentally handicapped boy 
who befriends what he thinks is his reflection in an an-
tique mirror. It is in fact a demonic creature who sends 
the boy on a murderous rampage.

CRONUS
USA
SCI-FI, FANTASY

A genius recluse with amnesia 
awakens to find he has built 
a machine that extracts 
memories from the dead. 
He uses those memories 
to discover who he is and 
to rebuild a perfect past for 
himself.

THE UNSEEN 
CANADA
THRILLER, SCIENCE FICTION, ACTION

Bob Langmore is becoming invisible. Eight years earlier, he abruptly left his wife 
and daughter and isolated himself in a small northern town to protect them. Bob 
isn’t a classic “Invisible Man,” as his fading away is part of an irregular, random, 
and progressive condition. Bob hides his advancing problem from the world, 
but when his wife pleads with him, he returns to the city for one last chance to 
reconnect with his daughter.

THE DROID
BELGIUM
SCIENCE FICTION

What happens when a domestic droid outfitted with a highly sophisticated 
personality chip makes a move to take his master hostage for his own good? 
Told with offbeat humor by the droid himself, a story eminently human about 
what’s good in men, about the quest of a machine, and eventually about love and 
respect for mankind. A cult movie in the making!
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VETUS
AUSTRALIA
HORROR, SCI-FI, FANTASY

Rosa, a mysterious woman, has 
prophetic dream of her homeland 
Wallachia. She returns to find her former 
lover Vlad Dracula battling against 
fearsome enemies.

PENITENT 
USA
HORROR, THRILLER, FANTASY

A broken down former priest hits a new low, waking up 
hungover in a jail cell. His new cellmate, with whom he must 
spend the night, talks to himself and trembles in his sleep. As 
the nightmares intensify, the priest reluctantly comes to the 
dark conclusion that his cellmate is possessed by an evil spirit. 
Will this shadow of a priest simply wait out the night or find the 
faith he needs to do battle with evil?

NINJA EX  
USA
ACTION

A desperate mother seeks help from Ken Momochi, 
aka Ninja EX, to rescue her kidnapped daughter. 
Trained in the art of ninjutsu, Ninja EX uses his skills 
and mystical abilities to help those in need. In his battle 
for justice, he must infiltrate the hidden underworld of 
the malevolent and deadly. Bones will break and blood 
will spill in this exciting martial arts fantasy!

MAN OF HER DREAMS 
USA
DRAMA, HORROR, THRILLER

Rita, who serves as her mother’s caregiver, 
fears for her safety when she’s told a man 
entered their secluded cabin the night before. 

HOW I AM YOUR MOTHER 
USA
COMEDY, HORROR

Norman Bates tells his kids the story of 
how he came to be ‘Mother’ in an incredibly 
roundabout, sitcom-inspired manner.

HOUSE OF MOUSE OF CARDS 
USA
COMEDY, HORROR

A new character throws his hat into the 
ring for the 2016 presidential election. 
Mick Undermouse will stop at nothing 
to achieve the White House, and woe 
to those who stand in his way!

HOUSE HUNTING 
USA 
THRILLER

Hunters sneak inside our 
homes to steal our most private 
moments-and anonymously post 
the video for all the world to see.

HIDE: BLOODY MARY
USA
HORROR

Surrounded by the dark woods, 
Cooper plays Bloody Mary within 
the confines of his lonely cabin.
He shouldn’t have.

CREATURES OF 
WHITECHAPEL  
USA
ROMANCE, HORROR, THRILLER,  HISTORY

A twisted new take on the Frankenstein legend - 
and the madness that surrounds it.

AGATHA 
USA
HORROR, THRILLER, MYSTERY
The orphan train comes daily, spilling hundreds of 
children onto the streets of Pennsylvania in the late 
1800s. Desperate and alone, the penniless 7-year old 
Sophie entrusts an older woman, who hires her to bring 
food each night to someone living in her attic. There is 
just one rule: Do not pass the serving table… ever. As 
time passes, the child’s curiosity grows, drawing her 
closer to discovering the truth behind the prisoner.

DEMONOID (1971) 
USA
COMEDY, HORROR

This is Moctezuma II’s final completed film. Unfortunately, only this English dubbed version is 
left. A group of friends camps in the jungles of Mexico (shot on location in Las Pozas in San Luis 
Potosí, México), but the vacation turns to horror when one by one, members of the group go 
missing. When Julian (Jorge Karlóz) discovers it’s his own girlfriend Erika (Gabi Mayorga, star 
of ‘Las Fieras 1969’) killing people off, he can’t believe it. He’s right: it’s the demon Itzpapalotl, 
possessing the innocent Erika. Now those left living, with the help of an Aztec priest (Antonio 
Monroi of ‘Apocalypto’), must perform the ancient Aztec new fire ceremony in order to save 
Erika, their own lives, and all of humanity!

THE WALKING INBRED 
USA
COMEDY, HORROR, ACTION

A city sheriff wakes up ‘across the 
border’ and finds that everyone 
around him is an unintelligible 
yokel.

THE SERVANT 
IRAN
ANIMATION, HORROR, 

A bug became servant,servant 
became master.

BREAKER
JAPAN
SCI-FI

In tomorrow’s Tokyo, the technologically-
enhanced body of a young mercenary 
hacker is overrun by a sentient data 
weapon. Now wanted, the parasitic A.I 
becomes her only ally as she is chased 
across the city by those seeking to 
salvage it.
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TIME LOCATION EVENT
ALL DAY Lonestar C2 Free Laser Tag : D2 Tactical and Adventure Sports HQ

ALL DAY Lonestar C3 Dungeons & Dragons

ALL DAY Lonestar C4 Lego Buildathon

5:15 PM Lonestar  A4 Silver Scream Film Festival - THE NIGHT WATCHMEN

5:15 PM San Antonio Being Godzilla: Crafting Fandom Into Cosplay with ROBERT PRUITT

5:30 PM Houston Writing Horror Comics, What Works, What Doesn’t with DREW EDWARDS

5:30 PM Lonestar A1 Franklinvision with DIANE FRANKLIN
5:45 PM Lonestar B The Creature Swims Among Us with RICOU BROWNING

6:30 PM San Antonio Cosplay 101 with KAIA COSPLAY
6:45 PM Houston The Rantcor Pit Road:Do It Yourself

6:45 PM Lonestar A1 Reprising the Enterprise with CONNOR TRINNEER
7:00 PM Lonestar A3 Screening & Q&A: THE NURSE WITH THE PURPLE HAIR with SEAN S. 

CUNNINGHAM
7:30 PM Lonestar  B Screening & Q&A: FAMILY POSSESSIONS with MARK PATTON
7:45 PM San Antonio 3D Print Modeling with LOLI POISON
8:00 PM Lonestar A1 Forry’s Monsters Past and Present with BASIL GOGOS, J. DAVID SPURLOCK, 

SARA KARLOFF, KENNETH SMITH, JOE MOE, HOLLY INTERLANDI
8:15 PM Houston Ties Between Popular Music and Horror with DREW EDWARDS, ALEX RUIZ, & 

BILLY BLAIR
9:30 PM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: Short Films Block A

10:30 PM Lonestar B Screening: THE VALLEY OF THE GWANGI 

10:45 PM Lonestar A4 Screening: THE GREEN SLIME

TIME LOCATION EVENT

ALL DAY Lonestar C2 Free Laser Tag : D2 Tactical and Adventure Sports HQ

ALL DAY Lonestar C3 Dungeons & Dragons

ALL DAY Lonestar C4 Lego Buildathon

10:15 AM San Antonio VetArt: Exploring Monsters of Man and Mind

10:15 AM Lonestar A1 DANIEL ROEBUCK, Monstermaniac

10:20 AM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: THE UNSEEN

10:30 AM Lonestar A1 The X-Files Exposed: The Lone Gunmen Tell All! DEAN HAGLUND, BRUCE HAR-
WOOD, TOM BRAIDWOOD

11:30 AM Lonestar A1 PREDATOR: A Dame to Kill For with ELPIDIA CARRILLO
12:15 PM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: THE EVIL WITHIN

12:45 PM San Antonio Get in Superhero Shape with DEACON FROST & DEE RICH
12:45 PM Lonestar A1 Voice Actors: Stars At Their Craft - ROBERT CLOTWORTHY, NEIL KAPLAN, DAVE 

FENNOY
1:00 PM Lonestar B 85th Anniversary of THE MUMMY with SARA KARLOFF
2:00 PM Lonestar A1 It’s Morphin’ Time! Power Rangers from Different Generations - JASON FAUNT, 

ALLISON MACINNIS, STEVEN SKYLER
2:00 PM San Antonio Special FX Makeup Lecture 101 with IMAGINARY FX KEVIN LEWIS
2:20 PM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: Short Films Block B

2:30 PM Lonestar B STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 30th Anniversary Panel - MICHAEL DORN, 
MARINA SIRTIS

3:00 PM Houston The Rantcor Pit Galactic Games V

3:15 PM Lonestar A1 It’s All In The Family: DAVID DELUISE
3:45 PM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: OFFENSIVE

4:00 PM Lonestar B Exclusive SHIN GODZILLA screening & Panel - SHINJI HIGUCHI & KEIICHI SAKURAI
4:45 PM Lonestar A1 Totally Radical Horror with MARK PATTON, DIANE FRANKLIN, MICHAEL BAILEY 

SMITH, ELPIDIA CARRILLO
5:00 PM San Antonio FRIDAY THE 13TH: THE GAME

5:45 PM San Antonio Planning Your Next Cosplay with KAIA COSPLAY
6:00 PM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival - THE UNWILING

7:00 PM San Antonio By the Dawn’s Early Fright: Teaching History With Horror Film

8:00 PM Lonestar B Screening: SPACE BATTLESHIP YAMATO

8:00 PM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: THE DROID

8:15 PM San Antonio Rare and Unseen Kaiju Films

10:00 PM Lonestar A4 Screening: AKIRA

SATURDAY PANEL AND SCREENINGS

FRIDAY PANEL AND SCREENINGS
EXHIBIT FLOOR HOURS 5pm-9pm

EXHIBIT FLOOR HOURS 10am-7pm

27WWW.FAMOUSMONSTERSCONVENTION.COM

FEATURED PROGRAMMING
All schedules and guest appearances are subject to change. Download the Gather app for latest changes to the schedule.

All schedules and guest appearances are subject to change. Download the Gather app for latest changes to the schedule.



TIME LOCATION EVENT

ALL DAY Lonestar C2 Free Laser Tag : D2 Tactical and Adventure Sports HQ

ALL DAY Lonestar C3 Dungeons & Dragons

ALL DAY Lonestar C4 Lego Buildathon

10:15 AM San Antonio Comics and Multimedia with American Gothic Press

10:15 AM Lonestar  B Exclusive Screening & Q&A: ATTACK ON TITAN PART 1 - SHINJI HIGUCHI & KEIICHI 
SAKURAI

10:30 AM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: CRONUS

10:45 AM Lonestar A1 Freddy’s Minions: A Nightmare on Elm Street with MARK PATTON & MICHAEL BAILEY 
SMITH

11:30 AM Houston Favorite Monsters of Filmland

11:30 AM San Antonio Professional Cosplay with VERTVIXEN
12:00 PM Lonestar A1 PAUL T. TAYLOR Raises Hell

12:30 PM Lonestar A4 Silver Scream Film Festival: TELEIOS

12:45 PM San Antonio Zombified FX Makeup Demo with IMAGINARY FX KEVIN LEWIS
1:00 PM State Room 1 Portfolio Review with American Gothic Press

1:15 PM Lonestar B Screening: ATTACK ON TITAN PART 2

1:15 PM Lonestar A1 T.G.I.FRIDAY THE 13TH Panel with SEAN S. CUNNINGHAM
2:00 PM San Antonio Pattern Drafting, Draping, and Alteration with LOLI POISON
2:30 PM Lonestar A1 Silver Scream Film Festival Award Ceremony

2:30 PM Lonestar A4 Screening: THE BOY AND THE BEAST

3:00 PM Lonestar B Sceening: SHIN GODZILLA

3:15 PM San Antonio Foam Fabrication with SCOTTY ZOD

SUNDAY PANEL AND SCREENINGS
EXHIBIT FLOOR HOURS 10am-5pm

EXCLUSIVE SCREENINGS ALL WEEKEND LONG

28 WWW.FAMOUSMONSTERSCONVENTION.COM

All schedules and guest appearances are subject to change. Download the Gather app for latest changes to the schedule.






